
On spatial anaphora in Hungarian 

Introduction  Locative PPs represent a well-known syntactic configuration wherein the 

complementarity between anaphors and pronouns may break down (1). The pertinent literature 

discusses several factors that influence the choice of a subject-coreferential pronoun over the 

anaphor in these contexts (a.k.a. snake sentences). These include, among other constraints, the 

following: (i) the P-head is not functional, and the PP denotes a place rather than a path (see 

Bassel (2018) for a recent overview), (ii) the reflexive often has a logophoric, perspective 

sensitive character in these PPs; but the pronoun does not show such discourse sensitivity (see 

Reinhart & Reuland (1993) and Pollard & Sag (1992)), (iii) and the use of the reflexive often 

implies a spatial proximity between Figure and Ground, whereas the choice of the pronoun 

induces no such implications, leaving the nature of the locative relation unspecified beyond the 

semantics of the P-element itself (see especially Rooryck & vanden Wyngaerd (2007, 2011)). 

Aims and claims  Though these factors can be shown to play a role in Hungarian, too, their 

force is much weaker. The default choice is the reflexive in snake sentences, and subject-

coreferential pronouns are licensed as a marked option (dominantly if the pronoun is not 3SG), 

with considerable variation in judgements across speakers (2). Our aim in this talk is to survey 

hitherto unnoticed structural correlates of the licensing of subject coreferential pronouns in PPs 

in snake sentences in Hungarian. In short, the more structure is built around the P-head, the 

more acceptable the pronoun becomes. Hungarian is especially interesting in this respect as it 

has three distinct types of Ps: (i) case markers, (ii) case-like postpositions, which are inflected 

for PERSON and NUMBER, allowing for the pro-drop of the apparent pronominal complement of 

P (2), and (iii) case-assigning postpositions, which take a complement bearing a locative case 

marker (4).   Since judgements pertaining to snake sentences are often complex, we carried out 

corpus studies and questionnaire surveys to get a better grip on the empirical side of the issue. 

Previous literature  Rákosi (2010) argues that  Hungarian PPs that license pronouns in 

snake sentences (see 2a) have a complex, possessive internal structure with a silent PLACE 

nominal acting as a possessum and the pronoun (the Ground) acting as the possessor (see 

Hegedűs (2015) for arguments that these PPs grammaticalized from possessive structures 

diachronically). This possessive structure protects the pronoun in snake sentences. Dékány 

(2018) generalizes a similar analysis to all (spatial) PPs in Hungarian, postulating a silent PLACE 

nominal and a deficient possessive structure for them. We show here that PLACE may be 

referential in certain cases, and these are exactly the cases where the pronoun is acceptable 

across the board in snake sentences. But the possessive analysis explains only some of the 

attested data, and it does not give the right predictions in certain cases. 

Novel data   We carried out a corpus study of the Hungarian National Corpus in search of 

relevant pronoun data. The construction that is recurrent in all registers includes the spatial 

adverbs itt ʻhereʼ or ott ʻthereʼ, or any of their directional variants, together with the locative 

PP. The two form a constituent when they are string adjacent, as in (3). The pronominal variety 

is fully acceptable in this case (even in 3SG, or else it fares much better than in (2b)), and the 

reflexive has a more pronounced and testable logophoric character in (3) than in (2b). 

We tested for differences between case-like (2) and (a subset of) case-assigning (4) 

postpositions in a pilot study. This involved 24 native speakers in a rating task using a 5-point 

Likert scale (1: totally unacceptable, 5: fully acceptable). The two factors that we tested were 

Pronoun-type (pronoun/reflexive), and P-type (case-like/case assigning). A repeated measures 

ANOVA was carried out in order to analyse the results. We found a main effect of Pronoun-

type (F(1, 23) = 85.58, p < .001), meaning that reflexive anaphors received significantly higher 

ratings than pronominal structures. We also detected a significant interaction between the two 

variables (F(1, 23) = 17.03, p < .001): reflexive anaphors received the highest ratings in PPs 

headed by case-like Ps (2), while pronominal structures received higher ratings in the 



construction involving case-assigning Ps. Informally, reflexives are always significantly better 

in the construction represented by (2) than pronominal PPs, but in the construction represented 

by (4), reflexives are rated much lower, and pronominal PPs are almost equally well-received. 

In the particular case of (4), the group average was 3.58 in the reflexive condition, and 3.33 in 

the pronominal condition.     

Analysis    This distribution indicates that, by default, the Hungarian PP is not a local domain 

for the purposes of Binding Theory. Pronouns (or pronominal PPs) only survive in snake 

sentences in the presence of extra syntactic structure on the default core. We argue that there 

are three ways of arriving at this. First, there are some (possibly lexicalized) instances in which 

the PP has a possessive structure with a silent, syntactically active, referential PLACE nominal. 

Second, modification on the top of the core PP, including the appositive structure in (2), also 

helps the pronoun to survive. Third, a subset of case-assigning postpositions fare better in the 

pronominal construction than the other two P-types. These are exactly those Ps that have a 

prepositional use, and that Dékány & Hegedűs (2015) argue to project a functional pP and CPPP 

layer. We argue here that it is the pP-shell that saves the pronoun and that renders the reflexive 

a somewhat marked option in the construction represented by (4). Finally, we also address the 

constraint against 3SG pronouns (2b), and argue that it is partly epiphenomenal.  

(1)   Katei saw a snake next to heri/j  / herselfi.   

(2)  a. Láttam  egy  kígyót  %mellett-em     /  magam  mellett.     

   saw.1SG a  snake.ACC   next.to-1SG     myself next.to 

   ʻI saw a snake next to me/myself.ʼ 

  b. Katii  látott   egy  kígyót      mellett-e*i/j  / magai  mellett 

   Kate saw.3SG  a  snake.ACC next.to-3SG   herself next.to 

   ʻKate saw a snake next to her/herself.ʼ 

(3)   Látok  egy  kígyót   [PP itt  [PP mellettem  /  magam  mellett]]. 

   see.1SG a  snake.ACC   here  next.to-1SG  myself next.to 

   ʻI see a snake here next to me/myself.ʼ 

(4)   Egy  kápolnát  láttam  [PP vel-em    szemben]  / [PP magam-mal  szemben]. 

   a  chapel.ACC saw.1SG  with-1SG  opposite   myself-with opposite 

   ʻI saw a chapel in front of me/myself.ʼ  
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